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MATHERS SAFETY SNAPSHOT
Each week the Mathers Safety Team meets to review on site incidents and track trends across
the company in an effort to increase transparency and to develop proactive plans to mitigate
reportable incidents. 
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PRE-TASK PLANNING 

Adapted from Hammertech

When used effectively, Pre-Task Planning drives proactive safety performance and
productivity which keeps our team on schedule and on budget. Some of the most important
benefits include: Empowerment, Quality, Communication, ROI and Innovation.

The Pre-Task Plan is a just-in-time tool that helps the team sort out daily tasks identify any
potential site hazards and implement appropriate mitigation tactics. It should be completed to
create a real-time assessment of hazards, resource needs and a safe path forward.
 
Daily De-Briefs for Continuous Improvement
While the day is fresh in team members' minds gather feedback about challenges and
successes from the day's efforts. This will improve your pre-task planning effectiveness and
efficiency on the following day. Short, yes or no answers are often a challenge at this stage. Use
who-what-where questions for insight. For example, what went well? Where can we improve?
What didn’t get completed? How can we improve tomorrow? What other resources do you need?
 
Work Smart, Not Hard
Jobsite conditions change by the day, hour and moment. The Pre Task Plan is your daily boots-
on-the-ground vehicle to ensure we are committed to our JSA plans. Your investment will reduce
injuries, reworks, fees, fines, and clear audit trails, so at the end of the day you, your crew and the
organization win.

GOOD CATCH!
During an excavation Roger Shifflett and Angie Dovel observed some
issues, stopped work and notified supervision.  Upon closer inspection the
issues they observed turned out to be a sink hole. This was a great catch
by Roger and Angie and a great reminder to stay aware of surroundings
on the job. 

https://hammertechglobal.com/en-us/?hsLang=en-us

